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FINAL SEASON PERSPECTIVE

INTRODUCTION
On September 11, 2020, the California
Department of Food and Agriculture
forecasted the navel crop at 81 million cartons,
down 5 percent from the previous year.
The Central Valley (District 1) navel crop was
forecast at 81 million cartons, down 4.6 million
cartons from the 2019-20 total utilized cartons.
In September 2021, CASS reported that the
final utilized production for the 2020-21 District
1 navel crop was 78.2 million cartons, 3% below
the original estimate and nearly 9% below
the final utilized production of the previous
season (2019-20). In reality, that discrepancy is
even greater given that as much as 8% of the
crop was not picked or dropped to the ground.
While the 2020-21 crop is characterized as being
exceptionally large, it’s important to note that
it was proceeded by two consecutive crops
that were even larger. In February of 2020, the
market was saturated, demand was lagging,
and prices were plummeting. CCM conducted
a survey of the industry and determined that
in order for a grower to be profitable, the
minimum FOB price for navel oranges was

somber message that the industry was
overplanted, and with a second consecutive
large crop, there was simply more fruit than
the existing marketing channels could take.
By April of 2020, governments around the
world were responding to the global COVID-19
Pandemic. People were ordered to stay at
home, businesses were shut down, and
grocery store shelves were emptied faster than
they could be restocked. Seemingly overnight,
demand for Vitamin-C-rich citrus fruit soared,
the market for citrus rebounded, and prices
were climbing. The 2019-2020 navel orange
season was saved by a global pandemic that
dramatically altered consumers’ buying habits.
Shippers capitalized on the rise in demand
and higher prices as they entered into the
2020-2021 season that October. Valencias
and Southern Hemisphere fruit were rapidly
clearing the market, contract pricing was
excellent, and retail demand was higher than
it had been in many seasons. With these
improved market dynamics, shippers were
optimistic that they could hold prices high and
ride the pandemic wave of the previous season.
SEASON IN REVIEW
The 2020-21 Navel season started on schedule
in mid-October. By December, shippers were
finished with Fukumotos and Becks and
had moved on to Fishers, Washingtons, and
Atwoods. Despite little to no precipitation,
the fruit was sizing well, and pack-outs
were averaging close to 80 percent. At this
time, shippers were still under-picking their
estimates, but that would quickly change. In
December, shippers were starting to over-pick
in Kern County, and pack-outs jumped as color
improved and gassing was no longer needed.

$12 per carton. Due to rising labor costs, that
number was anticipated to grow exponentially
and indefinitely. In March, at the annual Citrus
Showcase, leadership for some of the industry’s
largest packing houses delivered a concise,

On the market side, optimism was starting
to fade going into the Holiday season. At the
December meeting of the CCM Marketing
Committee, caution was expressed about
pushing too much fruit early and deflating
the market. Committee members reported
that movement had slowed on small
sizes, and pricing was starting to slide.
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The final shipments for the 2020-21 Navel orange season occurred in Week 33 (week ending August 21,
2021). In comparison, the final shipments for the previous season occurred in Week 29 (week ending July
19, 2020). The total utilized volume for the 2020-21 season was 9% below the previous season.

By mid-January, the market rebounded, and
movement had improved significantly over
the previous month. The eating quality was
excellent, and pack-outs were approaching
90% and heavy on Fancy grade. The
color was coming along, and fruit was
holding
well
thanks
to
moderately
cool temperatures and sporadic rain.
Going into the export season, shippers
anticipated shipments would be down due
mainly to COVID-19 restrictions on foodservice
abroad. Similarly, the turnaround of ships and
containers due to sanitization protocols started
a domino effect of port slowdowns that would
plague agricultural exports well into the next
season. The industry faced exceptionally high
prices, up to $10,000 per load, for cargos coming
out of California with an East Coast destination.
By February, exports to China were lagging
due to several factors – COVID-19, a large
domestic crop, and the influx of Egyptian

citrus in the market. In contrast, demand
from Japan and South Korea was excellent.
The crop was approaching 50% harvested in
March, and shippers were moving into lateseason varieties. Utilization held close to 80%
well into May, at which point some shippers
anticipated ending the season in late June or
early July. The domestic and export markets
were steady, and prices were holding firm. The
large crop was matched with high demand.
Nevertheless, the COVID pandemic persisted
and created unprecedented challenges for
the industry on multiple fronts. Port issues
persisted, containers were in short supply,
trucking rates were rapidly increasing due to
driver shortages, and the nationwide lumber
shortage was driving up the cost of pallets.
It was clear that the season was going
longer than initially anticipated by early
June.
While
FOBs
were
increasing,

utilization was beginning to decline. Excessive
smoke from wildfires and high temperatures
through the San Joaquin Valley impacted
fruit quality latein the season. By the end of
the summer, D1 would have more days over
100 degrees Fahrenheit than in recent history.
While many shippers wrapped up their
season by mid-July, there remained a
relatively significant amount of the crop
still on the tree - about 5-10% of the total
utilized crop. By August, fruit that hadn’t
been picked yet would go-to juice or be
dropped. Ultimately 4-8% of the crop was not
utilized. By the season’s final weeks, shippers
were working through stored fruit that had
retained good quality, which translated to a
slight improvement in utilization.
Early on, there was an expectation that
prices would increase toward the end of
the season, as occurred in 2020. However,
the 2020-21 season was ultimately about
four weeks longer than the previous season
finishing in mid-September. Increasing the
price on an already long season would be
an insurmountable challenge. While a big
surge in price did not materialize, prices were
strong for much of the season, which was no
easy feat given the crop size and supply chain
disruptions.
In September 2021, an internal industry survey
of California citrus growers conducted by
CCM found that, on average, farming costs for
the 2020-21 season increased by nearly $1,000
per acre. This represents a 19% increase since
the start of the Pandemic.
The two largest cost drivers were water and
shipping. The spot market for surface water
had increased 400% and in many cases was
not available at all. Shipping costs were up as
much as 380% since the start of the Pandemic
due to the limited supply of containers and
delays at ports around the world.
While water and shipping costs were up
significantly, all farming costs increased in just
18 months. Fertilizer rose 49%, and diesel fuel
cost increased 38%, which led to additional

costs throughout the supply chain.
In March of 2020, the breakeven FOB was $12
per carton conservatively. By September 2021,
at the conclusion of the Navel orange season,
that number had increased to approximately
$15 per carton.
CONCLUSION
For the majority of the season, the fruit quality
was excellent. The movement was steady, and
shippers managed to hold prices fairly steady.
The crop size, however, proved challenging
as the season drew on. The 2020-21 season
may go down in the history books as one of
the longest, which would later have impacts
on the size of the following season’s crop and,
more immediately, the start of the Valencia
season. There were growers whose fruit was
not picked. At the same time, growers’ costs
were skyrocketing.
There were unprecedented challenges across
the supply chain with transportation and
shipping logistics. The China market failed
to recover following the Trump era trade
disputes that were not resolved despite the
China Phase 1 Agreement.
Despite these adversities, shippers held prices
above where they were at the beginning of
2020 when prices were crashing and the
market was oversupplied. Relative to where
the industry was at that time, and given the
dynamics of the season, the 2020-21 season
was generally favorable for the California
citrus industry.

